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MITCH

Mitch Cullin is a writer, a cinematographer and a photographer.

Nickname: M.C.
Height: 5’8
Weight: 170
Shoes size: 10
Eyes: grey
Hair: brown
Hands: dock worker

Your last shame?
Accidentally backing my car over my cat Yuki and
killing her. She was 15 years old, and a really
sweet, wonderful cat.

What is your worst habit?
Probably my tendency to imbibe too much, although
my blunt honesty and openness about every aspect
of my life is right up there, too. Thank god for antidepressants.

Then, at some point, I realized I had a gun in my
pocket so I spun around and shot at him. He kept
coming at me. I shot again and again, and then he
crashed to the ground like a dead
elephant. And suddenly the angry crowd starting
applauding. That was a pretty good nightmare.

All photos: Mitch Cullin.

The perfect evening/night out for you?
You know, when I’m in Los Angeles I’m mostly a
homebody, so the perfect evenings are usually
when I’m staying home and watching a great film.
What Tokyo smells like?
There is a pervasive, warm, steamy odor throughout But those perfect night’s out for me are always
the city that is a mix of trash, sewage and stagnate when I’m traveling abroad, with Peter, and when we
just wander the streets aimlessly until we find a little
water.
bar or unusual place to sit for a while.
Your worst childhood memory?
Your most awkward sexual moment?
My mother leaving my drunk father on a snowy night Oh boy, let me think. Okay, yeah, I was once having
in New Mexico, with me and my sister in the back
sex with this really cute guy, and as I was topping
of her car where we watched as my father stumbled him his stomach suddenly made this really loud
out of the house to stop my mom from driving away, gurgling noise, and then his eyes widened in horror,
but instead he slipped and smashed his head on a and it was then that I realized he had just shit on my
pile of firewood and my mother drove away as he fellerection. It was the
into the snow with his head bleeding.
equivalent of a finger stuck in a dam wall to keep
What is the weirdest thing/food/whatever you ever the dam from bursting open. Anyway, you live, you
learn, and sometimes you get shit on your dick.
put into your mouth?
Tough one. I suppose, perhaps, congealed pig’s
Tell us your best nightmare.
blood. I was going to say testicles, but that’s not re- Donald Trump was chasing me through a crowd
ally all that weird.
of angry fat people, and I was screaming for help.

Are you romantic?
No, not particularly. I don’t like getting flowers, or
celebrating anniversaries. I’m not a big believer in
life-long sexual monogamy. I don’t feel the need to
get married just because now I can. Luckily, my partner Peter feels exactly the same way, so our idea of
being romantic is watching television together every
night.
Photography is...?
Like yoga, not a competitive sport.

mcullin.com optichron.tumblr.com Find Mitch Cullin’s novels in any good bookstores

JESSICA

Jessica Kelly is a photographer. Student picks for the Magnum Photography Awards 2016.

Nickname : Jeffa
Height : 5’4
Weight : Somewhere between 8 and 9 st
Shoes size : 4 (UK)
Eyes: Blue
Hair: Currently brown naturally blonde
Hands: Cold

What is beauty?
Beauty can not be defined.
How was your first kiss?
Awkward and regretful. 

What do you like but alll your friends think it’s disgusting? Pimple popping.
Photography is…?
Creating a relationship between the subject and the
viewer.

All photos from “Boys”: Jessica Kelly.

What surprised you the most while meeting your
models from the “Boys” series?
What I found amazing is that as soon as I met them I
felt I’d known them for so long. I don’t know whether
it’s because it’s that sort of industry where they’re
there to make their clients feel comfortable and at
ease but I felt like I could tell them anything. It was
an
amazing feeling, to talk to someone who was really
listening to you.
Does the word “feminism” still mean something
nowadays? Yes and its more relevant than ever
amongst the younger generation.
Is sex that important?
In todays society yes, to me no.
How do you want to die?
A very old lady.
What is your phobia/biggest fear?
Germs/forgetting my hand sanitizer while I am out.
Your proudest moment?
Graduating with a first from Uni.

jessicakellyphotography.com

COLBY

Colby Keller is known for being a porn star and he is so much more.

Nickname : Colbs
Height : 6’ 2”
Weight : 200 give or take
Shoes size : 14-15
Eyes: big & hazel
Hair: yellow brown-ish
Hands: uhm, i have no idea what kind of hand
measurements there are.

The soundtrack of your teenager years?
Lots of Yma Sumac, Nina Simone and Hazel
Dickens, as well as music from various American
Indian and First Nations tribes.

What is the weirdest thing/food/whatever you ever
put into your mouth?
I love world cuisine and will eat just about anything.
Recently, I had swordfish at a Malaysian restaurant
in NYC and loved it.

Your proudest moment(s)?
I’m pretty proud of the many new collaborations I
got to experience in 2016 and for how far the Colby
Does America project has come (30 completed
videos and counting).

You are considered as the “Marina Abramovic of
porn” (at least in France). What does it mean to
you?
I think it’s a nice compliment to suggest that my
engagement with both the art and porn worlds are
appreciated.

The last time you cried?
Reading about everyone coming together to support the activists of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
in their effort to block the Dakota pipeline.

What does it mean to you “being a man” nowadays?
I don’t really know what it means to me but I suspect it has to do with encouraging a leftist political
Tell us an unexpected/surprising moment when
agenda. I think my cis male privilege affords me the
doing “Colby does America”.
space NOT to think about it too much. I spend more
I was really shocked at how difficult it was to film
time thinking about what it could mean for women
in my home state of Texas. I went to all the major and queer people if we didn’t have to access certain
cities and couldn’t find anyone who wanted to colla- sex or gender traits just to harness or display
borate on a video.
power.

Juergen Teller (for Vivienne Westwood).

What misconception(s) strangers/people usually
have about you?
A lot of people still assume that I’m outgoing and an
extrovert and are surprised when I find a quiet nook
to hide in at social events. It’s taken a lot of work just
to be able to exist comfortably in social spaces.
Your guilty pleasures?
I guess I would pick something of the sexual or
food variety here, but I’m trying not to encourage
attachments of shame to something that brings me
pleasure.

colbydoesamerica.com @colbykeller

Should dreams come true?
It depends on the dream.

Gabe Ayala.

Mikayla Whitmore (Colby does America, Nevada).

FLORIAN
Florian Hetz is a photographer.

What is the most romantic thing you ever did?
Height: 1.93m
Not sure if i´m the most romantic person ever, but
Weight: 84kg
if i like you, i can blow you away with amazing food
Shoes size: 46
for breakfast/lunch/dinner and i´m also particular
Eyes: piercing
Hair: on a very long holiday… I wonder if they´ll ever good in bringing guys to stunning, unexpected
locations or serenade them at karaoke. The most
come back
romantic thing someone ever did for me however,
Hands: freakishly strong and in serious need of
was to kidnapp me for my birthday and go with me
moisturiser
on a roadtrip to Denmark; which ended in an oyster
What is the first thing you do when you wake up?
safari, where i could pick my own oysters in the sea
I get up and pee.
and eat them straight away on the beach. Food
is probably the key to my heart. Still waiting for
What is your worst habit you would not change?
someone to top this experience.
Staring at people (i´m German after all).
The movie you love that everybody hates?
Mommie dearest.

Should dreams come true? Definitely the naughty
ones!

The last time you urinated in the streets? At folsom Europe in September. I kept peeing in beer
jugs because the toilet situation was a bit unclear.
Guilty pleasures? Oysters.
shortly after i found out that only 10 metres away
was a human toilet and then i felt slightly bad for
What is beauty to you?
Something that catches my eye because it´s not the wasting my pee… I could have made someone
ordinary, something that makes me stop in what i´m happy instead
doing, something that has the potential to get me
obsessed.
When you were a teenager, what celebrity/celebrities did you fancy? Tim curry as Frank’n Furter.

What body parts arouse you the most?
A talented ass, a beautiful veiny dick (and it doesn´t
need to be huge) or a mans unshaved armpit (in
no particular order). i´m also obsessed with collar
bones and necks, but they don´t necessarily arouse
me.

All photos: Florian Hetz.

How was your first kiss?
The first man kiss was like fireworks: instant boner!

The Matter of Absence is published
by Bruno Gmüender.
digitalaidsss.tumblr.com

ROSALINE
Rosaline Shahnavaz is a photographer.

Nickname : Rosie
Height : 5’9
Weight : I have no idea
Shoes size : UK 6
Eyes: Brown
Hair: Blacky brown
Hands: I have 2!
When you wake up you are... ?
Usually still really tired.
Scariest fear(s)?
Being bored.
Creativity is... ?
Everything, my life.
Girls rule the world?
We do.
How big are your dreams?
The sky’s the limit.
The last time you laughed?
I’m always laughing!
How was your first kiss?
Very teenage. We both had braces.

All photos: Rosaline Shahnavaz.

How do you want to die?
I haven’t got around to planning this yet.

rosalineshahnavaz.com instagram.com/rosaline_s rosalineshahnavaz.tumblr.com

NICOLAS
Nicolas Vidal is a French singer.

Nickname: Fox.
Height: 1,80.
Weight: next question.
Shoes size: 40.
Eyes: blue.
Hair: salt and pepper.
Hands: 2.

Paris is...?
Paris is the city where I live and that I love hating
for nothing, but don’t say anything bad about Paris
or else!
What is beauty?
My husband.

What is music?
Music is for me the best way to be creative and
happy.
The song you wished you had written?
Banana Split by Lio.
The last time you urinated in the streets?
I don’t remember, but I have a very small bladder,
so it happens quiet often after 2 beers.
Your last disappointment?
I am disappointed all the time, but I am not
vindictive.
The soundtrack of your teenager years?
Etienne Daho, Depeche Mode, Vanessa Paradis,
Prince, Elli et Jacno, Serge Gainsbourg and
Madonna.
The movie you love and your friends hate?
Backstage by Emmanuelle Bercot with Emmanuelle
Seigner. A very good movie about a relationship
between a popstar and one of her fans. A strong,
delicate story about fame, power and fascination
that my friends never understood.
If you were a TV serie character?
A mix between Claire Underwood (House of Cards)
and David Fisher (Six Feet Under).

Photo: Sebastien Navosad.

Your worst childhood memory?
School, classmates and homework.

His second LP, Les nuits sereines n’existent pas,
is available now.
difymusic.com/nicolasvidal On Itunes, Spotify and Deezer

IGOR

Igor Pjörrt is a photographer.

Nickname : Iggy or something from childhood that
translates as “little Igor”
Height : 188 cm
Weight : 70 kg
Shoes size : 43 EU shoes with questionable holes
on them
Eyes: Once compared to Yoshitaka Amano’s
Hair: Curly
Hands: Left-handed
What city do you love but would not live in though?
My hometown.
What is your worst dream?
Losing someone.
The last time you cried?
On Skype with my boyfriend.
The last time you vomited?
Last week in my friend’s toilet.
What is the weirdest thing/food/whatever you ever
put into your mouth?
Whenever I think about blowjobs too much it starts
sounding like a strange thing to do.
Photography is...?
Half of a secret.
What body parts arouse you?
The nose and the nape (a word I learned as a kid
from a book that stuck with me).

All photos: Igor Pjörrt.

Why youth is considered such a precious commodity
nowadays?
It sells and it’s easy to exploit. The gift that keeps on
giving...

igorpjorrt.com igorpjorrt.tumblr.com

The song(s) for your funeral?
Antony and the Johnsons’ “Another World”.
Guilty pleasures?
Gossip.
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